A FESTIVAL CONCERT
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The Brookfield East High School Bands

Wednesday, March 17, 2004
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Sharon Lynne Wilson Center
for the Arts

Dr. Joe Schroeder, Principal
Mr. Kevin Loughney, Director of Bands
PROGRAM

Jazz Lab
Carneval Del Sol .................. Dean Sorenson
A Child Is Born .................. Thad Jones

Clarinet Choir
Divertimento No. 1 ........ Franz Joseph Haydn

Flute Choir
Procession of the Sardar .......... M. Ippolitov-Ivanov/
.................................. Thurston

Brass Choir
Three Pieces from Water Music Suite No. 1
.................................. George F. Handel/Dischinger

Woodwind Choir
Finale from Symphony No. 93 . Haydn/Livingston

Percussion Ensemble
Encore in Jazz ........................ Vic Firth

Jazz Ensemble I
Chops, Don't Fail Me Now .......... Dominic Spera
Chimps On The Loose ............. Victor Lopez

INTERMISSION

Concert Band
Emblem of Unity .............. J.J. Richards/Swearingen
Fate of the Gods ............... Steven Reineke
Southwest Saga ................... Robert Sheldon

Symphonic Band
Children’s March—“Over the Hills and Far Away”
.................................. Percy Aldridge Grainger
The Inferno ....................... Robert W. Smith
Bombasto .................. O. R. Farrar/Claude T. Smith
JAZZ LAB

Alto Sax
Geoff Fricke
Ajit Iyer
Erynn James

Tenor Sax
Andy Busalacchi
Ryan Coleman
Jack Weiss

Bari Sax
Colleen Crowley

Trumpet
Steve Dexter
Mike Jeung
Alex Lamers
David Langer
Brad Rodich
Harold Scott
Dan Van Aartsen
Brady Van Sioun

Guitar
John Hutchinson

Bass
Michael Chang

Trombone
Jenn Baker
Erik Brecheisen
Todd Fedoryshyn
Tom Harland

Piano
Katie Berry
Phillip Bridge

Drums
Richard Stanley

JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Alto Sax
Brian Ambauel
Chris McCall

Tenor Sax
Austin Bauer
Tim Roy

Bari Sax
Jim Skaleski

Trumpet
Clare Baumann
Tommy Elliott
Angela Kallinger
Michael Fishman-Salnick

Trombone
Andy Clingman
Jake Gerlach
Casey McCall
Julie Wilder

Piano
Tyler Beattie

Guitar
Tim Gibson

Bass
Nick Davis

Drums
Kevin Olikara
CONCERT BAND

Flute
Lauren Zwirlein §+
Stephanie Braun §+
Melissa Klinter §+
Katie Kral ⚫
Kari Stein ⚫
Emily Foster ⚫
Anna Stocker
Olivia Hoeffler ⚫
Krista Dombek
Jayne Owens
Michelle Klawans
Julie Elliott
Alyssa Dougherty
Kelsey Webber ⚫

Clarinet
Kate Manegold ++
Jenny Nelson ++
April Jonas
Lindsay Zwirlein ++
Margie Li ++
Brianna Davis
Josh McHugh *
Katie Berry *
Ben Tesch
Lauren Highum ++
Katie Dombek
Katie Culbertson
Katherine Hayes
Heather Olson

Bass Clarinet
Denny Ancevic

Alto Sax
Ajit Iyer +
Erynn James
Geoff Frick
Matt Mueller

Tenor Sax
Ryan Coleman +
Jack Weisse

Bari Sax
Colleen Sax Crowley

Trumpet
Brady Van Sloun
Harold Scott Δ
David Langer
Alex Lamers Δ
Mike Jeung
Brian Niebler Δ
Dan Van Aartsen
Steve Dexter
David Dexter
Kris Martin
Allen Ringer
Edward Huang
Brad Rodich
Thomas Hamilton

Trombone
Jenn Baker
Todd Fedoryshyn Δ
Tom Harland Δ
Erik Brecheisen
Julie Wilder

Tuba
John Hutchinson Δ
Jasmine Lozano

Percussion
Jesse Mix
Dan Lans ≠
Andy Busalacchi

* denotes Clarinet Choir
+ denotes Woodwind Choir
Δ denotes brass Choir
≠ denotes Percussion Ensemble
§ denotes Flute Choir
SYMPHONIC BAND

Flute
Lauren Wood §&
Liz Ehlers §
Sarah Wolfe §
Allyson Lueneburg §
Katherine Hanson
Andrea Druml §
Melissa Dombeck
Kayla Schuneman §
Ashley Martin §

Oboe
Melissa Bedwell +

Bassoon
Reva Van Aartsen

Clarinet
Jessica Owens **
Caitlin Fuller **
Amanda Feest **
Casey Steinke
Amy Viviano **
Peter Becker **
Julie Vahl
Beth Taylor
Jenny Kral
Will Quinn
Amanda Mix
Brittany Hunter

Bass Clarinet
Jim Skaleski **

Alto Sax
Brian Ambuel
Jake Hansen
Jake Held
Tyler Meyer

Tenor Sax
Austin Bauer
Tim Roy

Bari Sax
Chris McCall +

Horn
Hans Woehlk Δ
Bailey Curtis

Trumpet
Clare Baumann Δ
Tommy Elliott Δ
Angela Kallinger Δ
Chris Hudson
Mike Fishman-Salnick Δ
Alex Robinson
Ben DeLong
Andy Paskov
Craig Fedoryshyn

Trombone
Andy Clingman Δ
Jack Gerlach Δ
Casey McCall
Jennifer Johnson

Euphonium
Mike Geracie Δ
Olivia Richardson

Tuba
Julie Wilder Δ
Tristan Rosenkranz Δ

Percussion
Anne Hodges ≠
Kevin Olikara ≠
Richard Stanley ≠
Andrew Kilkenney ≠
Adam Hoeffler ≠

Piano
Lauren Wood ≠